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Finding Unexpected Patterns
Have you ever been surprised when you found patterns where you weren’t expecting them? One of my kids was 
really into toy cars when he was about three years old. Somehow he ended up with dozens of Matchbox and 
Hot Wheels cars. He could spend hours organizing the collection. He would line them up by color, and then 
realign them by shape or some other feature. Once I couldn’t figure out how he had them grouped. He showed 
me that some had bumps on the bottom and some were smooth! He found an unexpected pattern on the 
bottom of his cars!

Clusters of AUM
As I speak to many independent financial advisors each month, I have found an unexpected pattern related to 
AUM. There are certain levels of AUM where many advisors are clustered. For example: there are a lot of 
advisors with about $20 Million. Then the next cluster is about $30 Million. Interestingly, there are a lot of 
advisors with about $50 Million. Then there is another cluster at about $100 Million. As I have puzzled over this 
unexpected pattern and had conversations with the advisors I have noticed that advisors at all AUM levels are:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Smart

Hard-working

Good financial planners

Very caring about their clients

Finally, there are good and bad investment managers at all levels. (Some of the bigger firms 
have worse investment results than smaller practices. There is virtually no correlation between 
investment management skill and practice size.)

In other words, the difference between a $100M advisor and a $20M advisor isn’t intelligence, diligence, or 
financial planning competence. No, I believe the difference has to do with the advisors’ ability or willingness to 
deal with organizational complexity. A larger practice has more people, processes and systems than a smaller one. 
This means that less of the work is being done by the founder and she or he becomes more of a delegator and 
manager than a doer. Therefore what I first identified as clusters actually turn out to be hurdles. They are 
organizational complexity hurdles. A practice can’t clear a hurdle until it masters the ability to manage the 
complexity of the next cluster.

For example, an independent advisor can typically manage $20M without any staff. $30M usually requires one 
staff person. $50M usually means 2 staff. So at this point an advisor has to manage people, office location, 
software, IT, career development, annual reviews, etc. And don’t forget, all the client relationships and 
investment management at which smaller practices must excel! And as more people are serving the clients, 
the need for standard operating procedures and systems grows. 



A solo advisor can basically remember most important things about the clients her or she serves. Once there is 
more than one person in the mix, all of that information has to be stored and retrievable. The advisor’s brain is 
no longer the best place for data! The chart below shows typical organizational structure as well as the growing 
suite of skills that advisors must master to reach the next level:

AUM Typical Organizational Structure Additional Role for Advisor
$20 Million

$30 Million

$50 Million

$100 Million

Solo Advisor

Advisor plus a staff person

Advisor plus two staff

Advisor, junior advisor, one or more staff

Do the work of an advisor 

+ delegate

+ manage people

+ develop and manage systems

Many advisors are dedicated to personal growth and professional development. They go to conferences, read 
articles and listen to podcasts. A big challenge for an advisor seeking to grow past an AUM hurdle is that 
most of the material developed for advisors is aimed at their planning and investment management, not 
organizational management. And traditional management training isn’t necessarily the best path either. I 
carefully considered pursuing a Masters of Business Management degree in an effort to make up for the deficits 
I saw in myself regarding organizational management. But a review of the coursework at several institutions 
showed that these classes impart skills for large organizations and publicly traded companies, not small 
businesses with 2 to 10 employees. 

Partner for Growth
The solution I found was to partner with other advisors who bring complementary skills. Not everybody is 
great at HR. Managing a technology stack and integrating data isn’t everyone’s strong suit. Designing standard 
operating procedures makes some people smile, but others would rather make 300 cold calls. The reality is that 
almost no one is great – or even good – at all the requirements to make a large firm succeed. Partnering can take 
a couple different forms:

Outsourcing involves a lower level of commitment than joining forces. Outsourcing means finding someone else 
to do anything you’re not great at. For recruiting staff you can hire a placement firm. To develop systems and 
procedures you can hire a practice management coach. Social Media posts can be generated by hired help. There 
are firms that will handle compliance and ADV updates. As much as these services can help, all of these 
outsourced vendors must still be managed, and that management generally falls to the founder/lead advisor.

Our industry is also seeing an increasing number of platform providers. They have various services but typically 
offer a tech stack, investment management and marketing support in exchange for basis points on your assets or 
a percentage of revenue. One thing they don’t do is manage your people. They don’t source, select, hire and train. 
They don’t supervise and write reviews. They don’t build a growth oriented compensation plan. And they don’t 
design roles, reporting structures and communication systems.

True Partnership means finding another firm or groups of advisors who can share the management load. 
Someone is in charge of HR, another leads investments. Someone else pays the bills, manages client account 
billing, maintains the technology and leads the training of new professionals. Specialization in developed 
economies has led to increasing prosperity, and the same principal applies in a wealth management business.



Our firm has built processes and systems to manage all of those organizational complexities. You can do that 
too: go to management conferences to learn best practices for staff management. You can research software 
vendors and build an integrated stack of CRM, financial planning, trade order management, and performance 
reporting software. You can build compliance into everything you do and figure out how to record it all in your 
CRM so that each quarter you push a button and create all the required reports. Or, you can partner with peers 
who manage those issues and focus on client relationships. Several of our partners have found themselves stuck 
at an AUM hurdle for years. They tried increasing their own capacity to love HR or software management. They 
tried outsourcing and hiring consultants. But the real breakthrough in their business and personal lives came 
when they partnered and took off some of the hats they were wearing.
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